Before Proposing a Resolution:

Senator Be Ready to Answer the Following Questions...

1. How much would this cost?
2. Who does this benefit?
3. How would administration accomplish this?
4. Has anything similar already been considered or passed?
5. Is this an issue that a resolution is necessary or could it be an easy fix?

After Writing Resolution:

Once you have written your Resolution you will either give a paper copy or email a copy to the SGA email. sga@bethelu.edu

The SGA Secretary of Affairs will read the resolution out loud and the Senators will have a chance to ask the author of the Proposal questions.

We will then take a vote on the resolution.

Once approved the SGA President will either approve or veto the legislation.

If approved, the SGA president will present the resolution to administration.
BETHEL UNIVERSITY SGA STUDENT SENATE

SENATE RESOLUTION _____

A RESOLUTION

ASKING THAT BETHEL UNIVERSITY WOULD BUILD A NEW GAZEBO ON THE QUAD

IN THE STUDENT SENATE OF BETHEL UNIVERSITY, 19 MARCH 2016, SENATOR DAVIS INTRODUCED THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION:

Section 1. New Gazebo Resolution (Title)

This may be called the “Bethel Pride Gazebo Resolution of 2016”

Section 2. Findings

(a) WHEREAS, the current gazebo is in need of a new paint job;

(b) WHEREAS, the gazebo is a central staple to our beautiful campus and it would much benefit the landscape of the Quad to have a new Gazebo; and

(c) WHEREAS, students would much appreciate a beautiful place to study and relax.

NOW THEREFORE;

Section 3. Conclusion

(a) The Bethel University SGA Student Senate suggests and endorses to administration that the current gazebo be replaced with a newly renovated and innovative gazebo. If the administration shall act upon this idea, the SGA would recommend and help come up with plans.

Passed by Bethel University Student Senate on ___/___/_______

Aye_____
Nay_____

SGA President Approval ________________________________